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Giant diffusion and coherent transport in tilted periodic inhomogeneous systems

Debasis Dan* and A. M. Jayannavar†

Institute of Physics, Sachivalaya Marg, Bhubaneswar 751005, India
~Received 15 July 2002; published 14 October 2002!

We investigate the dynamics of an overdamped Brownian particle moving in a washboard potential with
space dependent friction coefficient. Analytical expressions have been obtained for current and diffusion
coefficient. We show that the effective diffusion coefficient can be enhanced or suppressed compared to that of
the uniform friction case. The diffusion coefficient is maximum near the critical threshold (Fc), which is
sensitive to temperature and the frictional profile. In some parameter regime, we observe that increase in noise
~temperature! decreases the diffusion, which is counterintuitive. This leads to coherent transport with large
mean velocity accompanied by small diffusion. This is shown explicitly by analysis of Pe´clet number, which
has been introduced to study coherent or optimal transport. This phenomenon is complementary to giant
diffusion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent times there has been a renewed interest in
study of transport properties of Brownian particles moving
periodic potential@1#, with special emphasis on cohere
transport and giant diffusion@2,3#. The phenomenon of co
herent or optimal transport is complimentary to the enhan
diffusion, wherein one is mainly concerned with transp
currents with minimal dispersion or diffusion@4#. Compared
to free diffusion coefficient (kBT/g), diffusion coefficient
~DC! is suppressed in the presence of periodic poten
However, in a nonequilibrium case i.e., in the presence
bias, it has been recently shown that DC can be made a
trarily large~giant diffusion! compared to the bare diffusion
in the presence of periodic potential@2#. This enhancement a
low temperature takes place near the critical threshold~ at
which deterministically running solution sets in!. The reason
for this enhancement has been attributed to the existenc
instability between locked to running solution. In some ca
enhancement by fourteen order of magnitude has been
dicted, so that diffusion can be observed on a macrosc
scale at room temperature@2#. This enhancement decreas
as we move away from the critical field in either directio
Exact result for DC in arbitrary potentials has been obtain
in term of quadratures. In special cases, an elegant simp
cation of quadrature have been carried out. Near the crit
tilt, scaling behavior of DC for weak thermal noise has be
obtained and different universality classes have been ide
fied @2#. Approximate expression for DC in terms of mobilit
has been obtained earlier which deviates from the exac
sults near the critical threshold@3#.

In a related development, study of coherent or optim
transport has been reported recently@4#. Coherent or optimal
transport of Brownian particles refer to the case of la
mean velocity accompanied with minimal diffusion. This c
be quantified by dimensionless Pe´clet number~ratio of mean
velocity to DC!. The transport is most coherent when th
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number is maximum. The particle motion is mainly dete
mined by two time scales; noise driven escape from poten
minima over the barrier along the bias, followed by the
laxation into the next minima. The former depends stron
on temperature and the latter weakly on the noise stren
and has a small variance. It is possible to obtain cohe
transport in the parameter regime at which the traversal t
across the two consecutive minima in a washboard poten
is dominated by the relaxational time. At optimal noise i
tensity, certain regularity of the particle motion is expect
which accounts for the maximum of Pe´clet number. In some
cases~molecular separation devices! for higher reliability,
one requires higher currents but with less dispersion~or DC!
@5#. This effect of coherent transport is related to the ph
nomenon of coherence resonance@6# observed in excitable
systems@4#.

In the present work, we study both the mentioned p
nomena in a space dependent frictional medium. For this
have considered a simple minimal model where the poten
is sinusoidal and the friction coefficient is also period
~sinusoidal! with the same period, but shifted in phase. Fr
tional inhomogeneities are not uncommon in nature. Here
mention a few. Brownian motion in confined geometries, p
rous media experience space dependent friction@7#. Particles
diffusing close to surface have space dependent friction
efficient @7,8#. It is believed that molecular motor protein
move close along the periodic structure of microtubules a
will therefore experience a position dependent friction@9#.
Inhomogeneities in mobility~ or friction! occurs naturally in
super lattice structures and Josephson junctions@10#.

Frictional inhomogeneity changes the dynamics of
diffusing particle nontrivially, thereby affecting the passa
times in different regions of the potential. However, it do
not effect the equilibrium distribution. Thus thermally ac
vated escape rates and relaxational rates within a given
tial period are affected significantly. This in turn has be
shown to give rise to several counterintuitive phenome
Some of them are stochastic resonance in the absenc
external periodic drive@11#, noise induced stability in wash
board potential@12#. Single and multiple current reversals
adiabatic @13# and nonadiabatic rocked system~thermal
©2002 The American Physical Society06-1
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ratchets@14#!, respectively, have also been reported@15#. In
these ratchet systems the magnitude of efficiency of ene
transduction in finite frequency regime may be more than
efficiency in the adiabatic regime, i.e, quasistatic operat
may not be efficient for conversion of input energy into m
chanical work@16#. All these above features are absent in t
corresponding homogeneous case for the same simple p
tial.

In our present work we show that frictional inhomogen
ities can give rise to additional new features in a tilted pe
odic potential. The observed giant enhancement of DC n
the critical tilt can be controlled~enhanced or suppressed! in
a space dependent frictional medium by suitably choos
the phase difference between the potential and the frictio
profile. The most surprising feature is the noise induced s
pression of diffusion, leading to coherent transport. Su
phenomena of decreasing DC with increasing tempera
~noise strength! has observed in other dispersion problem
notably in the case of Taylor dispersion@17#. Our results are
based on analytical expressions for Pe´clet number and DC in
term of moments of first passage times.

In Sec. II we present our model and derive the express
for moments of first passage times. Using these, DC
Péclet number have been defined. In Sec. III A we analy
the nature of DC as a function of system parameters, suc
the applied external force and temperature. Section III B
devoted to the study of coherent or optimal transport in d
ferent regimes of parameter space. Finally in Sec. IV
present the summary of our findings.

II. MODEL

We consider an overdamped Brownian particle moving
a symmetric one-dimensional periodic potentialV0(x) with
space dependent friction coefficienth(x) under the influence
of constant external tilt F at temperature T. For
simplicity we take V0(x)52sin(x) andh(x)5h0(1
2l sin(x12pf)),whereulu,1. f determines the relative
phase shift between friction coefficient and potential. T
correct Langevin equation for such systems has been der
earlier from microscopic considerations@18# and is given by

ẋ52
@V08~x!2F#

h~x!
2kBT

h8~x!

@h~x!#2
1A kBT

h~x!
j~ t !, ~1!

wherej(t) is a zero mean Gaussian white noise with cor
lation ^j(t)j(t8)&52d(t2t8). It should be noted that the
above equation involves a multiplicative noise with an ad
tional temperature dependent drift term which turns out to
essential for the system to approach correct thermal equ
rium state in the absence of nonequilibrium forces@19#. The
quantity of central interest in this work is the effective d
fusion coefficientD given by

D5 lim
t2.`

^x2~ t !&2^x~ t !&2

2t
. ~2!

In the absence of potential,D5(kBT/h) ~uniform h), is the
usual Einstein relation. An exact analytical expression foD
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and average currentJ in terms of the moments of first pas
sage time have been recently given@2,4#. If the nth moment
of the first passage time from an arbitrary pointx0 to b is
given byTn(x0→b)5^tn(x0→b)&, then

D5
L2

2

T2~x0→x01L !2@T1~x0→x01L !#2

@T1~x0→x01L !#3
. ~3!

For our problem~1!, the moments of first passage time fo
low the closed recursion relation@2,20#

Tn~x0→b!5
n

D0
E

x0

b

dxĥ~x!eV(x)/kBT

3 Èx

dye2V(y)/kBTTn21~y→b!, ~4!

with T0(y→b)51. Here V(x)5V0(x)2Fx,D05kBT/h0

andĥ5h(x)/h0 . h0 also happens to be the average value
friction coefficient over a period.

By using Eqs.~3! and~4!, and some straightforward alge
bra, we get

D5D0

E
x0

x01L

dxI6~x!I 1~x!I 2~x!

F E
x0

x01L

dxI6~x!G3 , ~5!

where

I 1~x!5
1

D0
ĥ~x!eV(x)/kBTE

x2L

x

dye2V(y)/kBT, ~6a!

I 2~x!5
1

D0
e2V(x)/kBTE

x

x1L

dyĥ~y!eV(y)/kBT. ~6b!

The average current densityJ for this system has been de
rived earlier@12# which in term of Eqs.~6! is given by

J5L
12exp~2LF/kT!

E
x0

x01Ldx

L
I 6~x!

. ~7!

The above expressions go over to the results obtained ea
for the case of space independent friction@h(x)5h0 ,l
50# @2#. It should be noted that Eqs.~6! are applicable when
h(x) andV(x) have the same periodicity. Otherwise the
have to be modified appropriately. We obtain results for D
by numerically integrating Eqs.~6! using a globally adaptive
scheme based on Gauss-Kronrod rules. For the special
of V0(x)50 we get

D5D0S 11
l2

2

1

F S kBT

F D 2

11G D . ~8!
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We would like to mention here that in the absence of pot
tial; DC explicitly depends on system inhomogeneities~ via
l), however, steady current is independent ofl for the same
case@12#. F50 is the equilibrium situation and as expect
D5D0, which corroborates with the fact that frictional in
homogeneities cannot affect the equilibrium properties of
system. In the high-temperature regime,D5D0 as antici-
pated. For an asymptotically large field, DC saturates tol
dependent value. This is solely attributed to space depen
friction. This somewhat surprising result also appears in
dependence of current onl in the presence of potential an
high field limit @13,15#.

In our subsequent analysis all the physical quantities
expressed in terms of dimensionless units, DC is scaled
respect toD0 or V0 /h0 andT is scaled with respect toV0,
whereV0 is half the potential barrier height~which is one!.
Period of the potential,L52p.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Diffusion coefficient

Though the system response to the applied field is ge
ally given by the stationary current densityJ5L^v&, but this
directed motion~or average position of the particle! is ac-
companied by dispersion due to the inherent stochastic
ture of the transport. It has been shown previously that i
homogeneous medium this dispersion or diffusion becom
very large~giant enhancement of DC! near the critical tilt.
This enhancement in DC can be order of magnitude lar
than the bare DC in the absence of potential. We mak
systematic study of this phenomena in the presence of
tem inhomogeneities. Though our parameter space is la
we restrict ourselves to a narrow relevant domain where
observe effects which are surprising, and arise due to sys
inhomogeneities.

In Fig. 1 we plot DC as a function of external tiltF for
different values of temperatureT (l50.9 andf51.6p). It

FIG. 1. Diffusion coefficient~5! vs F for f51.6p. The figure
emphasizes the enhancement of DC over the homogeneous sys
The inset shows the suppression of DC for inhomogeneous sys
(l50.9, f50.5p, lower curve! as compared to the homogeneo
systems.
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can be seen from the figure that DC exhibits a maximum
a function ofF. However, quantitative details depend sen
tively on system parameters such asf, T and l. It can be
readily noticed from the curvesA and B that DC has been
enhanced by more than factor 2 as compared with the ho
geneous case. On lowering the temperature the relative
hancement of DC still increases. DC can also be suppre
by properly tuningf. For f50.5p, DC near the critical
field is suppressed by almost a factor 2 as compared to
homogeneous case~shown in the inset!. Thus one can en-
hance or suppress DC near the critical field by appropria
choosing the system parameters. It should be noted tha
the case of enhancement, friction coefficient is lower on
immediate left side of the barrier and higher on the oppo
side, where the relaxational motion takes place. When
frictional profile is opposite to the above case, suppressio
DC occurs. When the phase difference between the two f
tional profiles differ byp, then in one case enhancement a
in the other suppression of DC can be observed as comp
with the homogeneous case. Thusf controls the fluctuations
of first passage times, hence DC and current.

Unlike the behavior in the homogeneous case (l50),
where for small values ofT this peak value occur exactly a
F51 ~critical field!, here the peak position is very sensitiv
to f and can be shifted to either side of the bare critical fie
Higher the temperature larger is the deviation from the cr
cal threshold.

Figure 2 shows this behavior, where we have plotted
force at which diffusion peaks (Fp) as function off at l
50.9 for T50.1 and 0.01. ForT50.1 the peak can occur a
as low asF50.8. The fact thatF50.8 is away from critical
threshold, hence enhancement in DC in this regime has t
attributed to space dependent friction. This is a clear exam
of system inhomogeneity affecting the dynamical evoluti
of the particle nontrivially. This will be discussed at the e
of this section to explain many of our observations. W
would also like to emphasize that critical threshold is n
altered at temperatureT50 for our present case as show
earlier @12#.

Since with increasing tilt the barrier to forward motio
decreases~thereby reducing the effect of exponential su
pression of DC in the presence of periodic potential!, there-
fore it is natural to expect thatD/D0 will increase with in-
creasingF ~for F,barrier height). This is amply reflected i

ms.
ms

FIG. 2. The value ofF at whichD/D0 peaks (Fp) versusf at
l50.9.
6-3
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Ref. @2#, which corresponds to ourl50 case. In the pres
ence of space dependent friction (lÞ0), D/D0 can show a
minimum ~as shown in Fig. 3! with increasing force~ for
F, critical field ). This is surprising given the fact that cu
rent increases monotonically with increasing field~which we
have checked separately! as expected. To observe this ph
nomena one has to properly choose the parameters. Th
akin to the phenomena of coherent transport, wherein,
crease in current is accompanied by decrease in DC. This
have discussed in detail in the latter section as function oT,
however, it is observed here as a function ofF also.

Next we proceed to present the most interesting con
quence of space dependent friction coefficient in our sim
model. Unlike the expected result where the diffusion co
ficient increases with temperature, here the diffusion can
suppressed by increasing the temperature. Figure 4 h
lights this. Here we have plottedD as function ofT. D is
scaled withV0 /h0 as mentioned in the Sec. II. For the ins
we have taken f51.36p and 1.44p at F50.98 andl
50.9. For homogeneous case (l50), the minima is absen
andD increases monotonically withT. However, minima are
clearly seen for the caselÞ0. The observed suppressio

FIG. 3. D/D0 vs F for l50.9 andf50.84p. The figure high-
lights the minima in DC withF.

FIG. 4. D vskBT for l50.9 andf51.4p and various values
of F. The inset compares the variation ofD with kBT for l50.9
with l50.0. F50.98 in the inset.
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occurs whenF is close to the critical field. It can be clearl
seen from the figure that as we go away from the critical fi
the minima in DC shifts to higher values of temperature a
importantly it becomes shallower. Below certain value ofF,
minima and hence the suppression of DC disappears.
existence of the suppression in DC is attributed to the co
petition between two time scales. First, noise driven esc
over potential barrier from the minima along the bias, a
the second time scale being the relaxation into the next
tential well from the barrier top@4#. It has been argued befor
that the second time scale is weakly dependent on n
strength and has a small variance as opposed to the first
It is obvious that in transport processes when the second
scale dominates over the first, it is expected to result in s
pression of DC as a function of noise strength~see for details
Ref. @4#!. In the high-temperature regime large thermal no
leads to large variance in the second time scale as the
dom motion of the particle both along and against the b
becomes equally important. Thus the DC increases as
pected for higher temperatures, hence minima in DC. It is
be noted that for the case wheref51.4p, the friction coef-
ficient h(x) is smaller near the barrier heights, and mo
over, F being close to critical threshold makes Arrheni
barrier crossing time scale~first time scale! smaller. As op-
posed to this,h(x) is higher between the barrier height an
the next potential minima along the bias thus slowing do
the relaxation motion to the next minima. This naturally e
hances the dominance of the relaxation time scale over
barrier crossing rate. This qualitatively explains our observ
behavior.

B. Péclet number and coherent motion

By coherent motion we mean large particle current w
minimal diffusion. This property can be quantified by th
dimensionless Pe´clet number Pe defined as@4#

Pe5
L^ẋ&

D
, ~9!

whereL^ẋ& is the average current densityJ. The expression
for the current density is given in Eq.~7!. We make use of
expressions~5! and~7! to calculate Pe. The parameter valu
at which Pe shows maxima correspond to the most cohe
motion for that particular model. Higher the Pe more coh
ent is the transport. It should be noted that the Pe can s
maxima though neitherJ nor D may show extrema. In Fig. 5
we plot the currentJ, diffusion coefficientD and the Pe´clet
number Pe~from top to bottom! for both space dependen
~left column of Fig. 5! and space independent friction~right
column of Fig. 5! cases. The average friction coefficient ov
a period in inhomogeneous case equals to the value take
the homogeneous case. As pointed out earlier, though in
homogeneous case,J andD is monotonic increasing function
of T, the Pe´clet number shows a maxima, the maximu
value being very small compared to the space dependent
tion case. For the chosen parameter values in the space
pendent friction case, DC shows a minima withT while the
current increases monotonically. Moreover the magnitude
this current is larger than the corresponding current in
6-4
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GIANT DIFFUSION AND COHERENT TRANSPORT IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 041106 ~2002!
homogeneous friction case. This is indeed the most favora
condition of transport, where increasing current is accom
nied by decreasing DC. This is aptly reflected in the P
which shows enhancement~coherent motion or optima
transport! by an order of magnitude as compared with cor
sponding uniform friction case. The Pe´clet number is sensi-
tively dependent on the phase factorf and it can also be
suppressed~diffusion dominates the transport! which we
have not reported here. Hence we can control the degre
coherent motion.

FIG. 5. The figure compares current, DC, and Pe´clet number
~from top to bottom! of the inhomogeneous system (l
50.99 andf51.4p, left hand side figures! with that of the homo-
geneous system (l50, right hand side figures!.
e

@
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have thus shown that both giant diffusion and coh
ent transport in a tilted periodic potential is sensitive to
frictional inhomogeneities of the medium. To analyze th
problem we have taken a simple sinusoidal potential
periodic frictional profile with same periodicity but with
phase difference. Depending on the system parameters
value of DC near the critical threshold and Pe´clet number
~indicating coherence in the transport! can be enhanced o
decreased by an order of magnitude. Both these complim
tary effects are important for practical applications@2,5#. The
regime where we observe the optimal transport is accom
nied by decrease of DC with temperature, the aspect whic
absent in the corresponding homogeneous case. We hav
cussed on a restricted parameter regime to highlight the m
interesting results arising due to system inhomogeneities
systems with simple potential. It is known that in the pres
model depending on system parameters current decre
with temperature, the effect akin to noise induced stabi
@21#. However, in this regime, we have not observed a
dramatic effect on DC as well as Pe´clet number. It is not
clear whether noise induced stability~NIS! can enhance the
coherence in the motion. The phenomenon of stocha
resonance~SR! in absence external ac field@11,12# has been
predicted in this model. SR is characterized by the obse
tion of peak in the particle mobility as function of syste
parameters such asT andF in certain parameter space. Th
analysis of Pe´clet number in this parameter space does
show any surprising features, so as to correlate with SR. T
is due to the fact that SR occurs in the hightT or high F
regime, where barriers to motion are absent. To observe
peak in the Pe´clet number the existence of barrier seems
be essential. To clarify the relation between SR, NIS, a
Péclet number one requires further detailed analysis.
.
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